Technical data

ANTONI Design: Alessandro Scandurra
Product: SOFA
A synthesis of classical forms reworked in a contemporary
key give the Antoni sofa a great new personality. The design
of the armrest, the line of the back, the shapes and colours
of the cushions, become identifying and unique marks.
Roundness and softness make it comfortable and
enveloping. There are also small and standard armchairs
inside Antoni collection. Upholstery in leather or extra
leather. Supplementary ornamental cushions are available in
various sizes.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Structure: the internal structure in solid Fir and Poplar
plywood supports the system of elastic spring bands.
Padding: the padding is in differentiated density
Polyurethane foam. The seat cushions are of the highest
quality (sterilised, sanitised and disinfected) hypoallergenic
feather with a Polyurethane insert. Ornamental cushions in
feather.
Base: feet in wood stained Oak.

DIMENSIONS

ANTONI, W200 sofa.

ANTONI, decorative cushions (optional).

FINISHES
Upholstery:
Smart Office - cat. Leather and Extra Leather.
Smart Living - cat. Leather, Extra Leather and Super Leather.
Base: feet in wood stained Oak.
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Technical data

ANTONI Design: Alessandro Scandurra
Product: ARMCHAIR
A synthesis of classical forms reworked in a contemporary
key give the Antoni sofa a great new personality. The design
of the armrest, the line of the back, the shapes and colours
of the cushions, become identifying and unique marks.
Roundness and softness make it comfortable and
enveloping. There are also small and standard armchairs
inside Antoni collection. Upholstery in leather or extra
leather. Supplementary ornamental cushions are available in
various sizes.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Structure: the internal structure in solid Fir and Poplar
plywood supports the system of elastic spring bands.
Padding: the padding is in differentiated density
Polyurethane foam. The seat cushions are of the highest
quality (sterilised, sanitised and disinfected) hypoallergenic
feather with a Polyurethane insert. Ornamental cushions in
feather.
Base: feet in wood stained Oak.

DIMENSIONS

ANTONI, armchair.

ANTONI, armchair.

FINISHES
Upholstery:
Smart Office – cat. Leather and Extra Leather.
Smart Living - cat. Leather, Extra Leather and Super Leather.
Base: feet in wood stained Oak.
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